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How Changes at the EPA May Affect 
Enforcement of Environmental Laws in 
the States

October 24, 2017

New Administration means new perspective

Previous Administration Current Administration
Greenhouse gas reductions Reduce regulatory burden
Carbon avoidance Jobs
Green economy Economic growth
New technology Manufacturing
Federal leadership Cooperative Federalism
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What do we know so far?

EPA Enforcement to date
Environmental Integrity Report “Environmental Enforcement Under Trump” 

August 10, 2017

 60 percent less in civil penalties over same period of time as Obama, Bush and 
Clinton Administrations

 Comparison of Injunctive Relief of past three Administration:

 Bush - $710 million

 Obama - $1,201 million

 Trump – $197 million 

So what?

Federal enforcement not seen as high a priority, particularly where enforcement 
hinders economic development.

Administration seeking permanent process reforms in addition to regulatory reforms 
and a more collaborative relationship with state regulators.
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Where are we headed?

►REINS Act

►New Source Review  

► ‘Smart Sectors’ Program

► ‘Sun-setting’ environmental regulation

►Annual appropriations process
► Remove/restrain EPA authority:

► Ex. Chesapeake Bay Authority

Environmental Enforcement Reforms

Setting the stage for a ‘new’ EPA

► ‘Red team’ v. ‘Blue team’ climate science debate

►Reconstitution of Board of Scientific Counselors

►Removal of ‘climate change’ and ‘greenhouse gas’

Targeted Environmental policies

►National Environmental Policy Act

►Endangered Species Act

►Ozone Standards

►Coal Ash Enforcement

►Waters of the United States
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Messaging to the New Administration

Messages

 American competitiveness

 Jobs

 Reducing burdensome/duplicative regulation

Avenues

 Question the validity of the previous Administration’s objectives

 Demonstrate economic hardship

 Alternative or flexible compliance strategies

Any questions?

Josh Andrews
Director
josh.andrews@FaegreBD.com Download vCard
D: +1 202 589 2819
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Changes at the USEPA
Implications and Opportunities

2017 Indiana Environmental Conference

Janet McCabe

Senior Law Fellow, Environmental Law and Policy Center

October 24, 2017

Key themes in policy changes

• Reduce regulatory burden

• Smaller government

• Federal‐state relationship

• Climate change

Key Tools Being Used

• The budget

• Executive Orders

• Litigation

• Regulatory Actions

• Legislation
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Reduce Regulatory Burden

• 2:1 Executive Order
• Agency review of rules
• Energy Independence EO
• Infrastructure EO
• Specific rule delays or reconsiderations

• Oil and Gas 2016 rule—reconsideration and delay
• Clean Cars—redo MidTerm Review
• Clean Water rule‐‐reconsideration
• Coal Ash‐‐reconsideration
• Risk Management Program—2 year delay
• Ozone

Smaller Government

• Budget proposal
• 31% cut in funding

• Reduction in staff

• Early buy out

• Consolidate offices/laboratories?
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Federal‐State Relationship

• More deference to states
• Regional haze

• Designations

• Enforcement

Climate Change

• Clean Power Plan

• Oil and Gas Methane (new and existing sources)

• Clean Car Rules

• Heavy Duty Vehicle Rules

• Municipal Solid Waste Landfills

• Social Cost of Carbon

• Requirements to consider climate impacts
• Executive Orders

• Court pushback
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Opportunities and Reactions

• Participation in new rulemakings

• Litigation responses

• Activity at the state level

• Congressional oversight

• Grassroots reactions

Questions?
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How Changes at U.S. EPA May 
Affect IDEM 

Indiana Chamber Environmental Conference

October 24, 2017

To implement federal and state regulations to 
protect human health and the environment while 
allowing the environmentally sound operations 
of industrial, agricultural, commercial and 
government activities vital to a prosperous 
economy.

IDEM’S MISSION STATEMENT
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UNDERSTANDING IDEM’S ROLE

 Monitor the quality of Indiana’s environment

 Support the Environmental Rules Board’s adoption of environmental 
rules

 Inspect and monitor facilities to ensure compliance

 Enforce state and federal regulations

 Clean-up contaminated sites to protect public health and to return 
properties to productive use

 Provide outreach, compliance assistance, education

CURRENT BUDGET APPROPRIATIONS

Federal Funds $ 23 million

State Funds $ 23 million

Dedicated Funds $ 86 million
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• Governor Pence now Vice President Pence

• Governor Holcomb

• Commissioner Pigott

• “No More Stringent Than”

• Funding

Changes in Administration
(Could lead to new direction?)

• Monitoring

• Rules

• Permitting

• Inspection and Enforcement

CONSIDERATIONS
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MONITORING

• Indiana has a robust air monitoring program

• Relies on a combination of funding

• Cuts in Federal funding could result in fewer 
monitoring sites

RULES

• 2016 “No More Stringent Than” does not affect existing 
rules

• Essentially delays effective date of more stringent 
provisions 

• History of adoption of federal rules to support state 
programs

• Very little recent history of “More Stringent Than” rules
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PERMITTING

• Nearly entirely funded by state permit fees

• Little with respect to permitting is discretionary other than 
resources provided

• Indiana’s program is well-funded and more timely than 
most

• Largely funded by permit fees

• Mostly state driven priorities

• Still adhering to 2016 Federal priorities 

o Focus on largest sources

o Leaks from HAP sources

ENFORCEMENT
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• IDEM will mostly continue to do what IDEM does

• Cuts in federal funding impact areas that rely most 
heavily on those funds

• Typical rulemaking agenda

• Less state involvement in law suits against U.S. EPA

SUMMATION

Paul Dubenetzky
Air Programs Manager

pdubenetzky@corner-enviro.com
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